
ESSENTIAL KIT

Tested by Gareth Evans for eight  
months / 3200 miles
In 2021 Apple released a 
statement that said “Exposure to 
vibrations, like those generated 
by high-powered motorcycle 

engines, might impact iPhone cameras”. Now, 
being a bit of a tech geek, a few months earlier 
I’d planned for this eventuality by installing 
Quad Lock’s Vibration Dampener. Sure, I have 
a Google Pixel 5 rather than an Apple, but I use 
my camera a lot in this job and as such didn’t 
fancy the risk something might shake loose. 

Quad Lock say they’ve worked stringently to 
“understand, design, develop and then test a 
Vibration Dampening solution that gives riders 
complete confidence in mounting all new 
model smartphones to any motorcycle.”

That manifests itself in a trio of silicone 
grommets said to eliminate more than 90% of 
high-frequency vibrations caused by our bikes. 
Not bad going for something that costs £15.95. 

But I’d installed a charging solution too. 
Why? Over the course of the year I learned my 

phone’s battery wasn’t up to more than a few 
hours of riding with both the screen and Google 
Maps permanently on. The upper threshold 
was around Cardiff, or 175-ish miles before it 
went into ‘extreme power-saving mode’. 

Step forward the Quad Lock weatherproof 
(by which they mean IP66 water resistant – 
able to withstand powerful water jets but not 
total immersion) wireless charging system. On 
its own it’s £69.95. 

Despite its name, you do actually need to 
wire this into the bike as it needs power via 
a USB-C socket. I’d installed a Triumph USB 
connection under the seat, threaded a cable 
through the frame and up into the back of the 
charger, securing it with a cable tie. 

Once that’s done, you don’t need to worry 
anymore about the wiring. Simply twist the 
phone case onto the charger using the Quad 
Lock 45-degree fitment and when it snaps into 
position with the ignition on, your phone starts 
to charge – if it supports wireless charging. 

I’ve now perfected using the fitment with 
one gloved hand, making this system seriously 

simple to use. You just push the outside 
of the charger in with your fingers and 
rotate the phone case (£22.95 – just as 
thin as the normal one I previously used) 
until it clicks. 

It’s all installed with the Allen key 
provided, and you can choose between 
portrait or landscape orientation. I’m 
looking at the firm’s desk chargers 
and a mount for in-car use too. It’s that 
very fact that represents my only real 
negative comment here – costs can 
quickly rack up if you’re not careful. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.quadlockcase.co.uk  

18 
MONTHS

‘It’s seriously simple to use’

3200 
MILES

Quad Lock Motorcycle Vibration Dampener, Wireless Charger and Pixel 5 case £108.85 together

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Tested by Emma Franklin for 18 months / 
5000 miles
Perfect for riders that want all 
the cutting-edge safety of a 
full-on track helmet without any 
compromises on comfort. Made 

from a carbon-aramid composite, the K6 is 
staggeringly light – in fact, this 57-58cm size 
weighs just 1240g, making it by far and away 
the lightest lid I own. The only downside is that 
it makes the K6 feel like a cheaper, plastic-
shelled lid when you first pick it up. Plus, I’ve 
noticed that during high-speed riding it can lift 

slightly and push back against my face. This 
could be down to the fact that the shell is 
a very compact design and may be better 
suited to riders with a more rounded 
head shape. Due to the very minimalistic 
vents, tiny visor retaining mechanism, 

excellent visor seal and highly padded 
neck roll, the K6 is a supremely quiet lid, with 
no annoying whistling or wind leaks. OK, so 
ventilation is a bit limited, but the chin and 
brow vents are easy to open, and the system 
works adequately enough. Inside, the fully 
removable and washable lining is plush, plus 
it can be removed from the outside via the 
emergency quick release system. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.agv.co.uk

‘The lightest 
lid around’

AGV K6 £399.99

Givi ST611 Tanklock  
tankbag £114.99

Impressively 
quiet and it’s 
super light

Tested by Laura Thomson / 3 months
Forcefield’s Ex-K Harness is 
my go-to armour for strenuous 
off-roading, but with an 
expedition planned 
along the British TET, 

I found it wouldn’t fit under my 
layers. So, I looked to the Ex-K’s 
lightweight sibling, the Pro XV2 Air 
shirt. Integrating slimmer (but no 
less protective) CE 2 armour on the 
shoulders, elbows, back and chest into a 
long mesh baselayer, it offered the perfect 
compromise for all-over protection, all day 

on the bike. The armour was stiff at first, but 
quickly moulded to my body. I was worried 
that the thicker chest panel on the unisex 

shirt would fit awkwardly over my female 
anatomy, but once on the move, I 

forgot it was even there. The airflow 
control and humidity discharge 
wicked away any moisture I could 
muster in the cold conditions, and its 

anti-bacterial properties worked well 
(although once home, I removed the 

armour and quickly stuck it in the wash).
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com 

‘Saved me from bruises’ 

3 
YEARS

Tested by Simon weir for three years / one 
lap of the globe / 45,000 miles
Perhaps the most dependable bit of 
luggage I’ve used. It has a compact 
capacity – just 6 litres – but I don’t 
like a huge tankbag. It’s just the 

right size for carrying the essentials: sidestand 
puck, multitool, visor cleaner, EDZ 
Inner Shell, spare earplugs, wallet, 
satnav when it’s not on the bike… 
Plus it has a sunglasses tray that I 
normally use for change for tolls. 
It also has a clear front for viewing 
your mobile phone (though I don’t 
use that). It locks quickly and easily onto 
a fillercap-mounted tank ring (a doddle to install) 
and never moves when riding. It’s easy to release 
and has a built-in handle or clip-on shoulder strap. 
It’s showerproof enough to get through light rain, 
but half an hour of a downpour will defeat it – but 
put the rain cover on and it’s watertight. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.givi.co.uk 

‘It’s brilliant’

45,000 
MILES

Forcefield Pro XV2 Air £229.99

+

PROS & CONS

Works well, easy fitment,  
peace of mind

Costs can add up quickly if you 
add more applications–

LOOKING FOR GREAT BIKE KIT DEALS?

Keep your phone out of the danger zone

The kit is 
rugged and 
easy to use

3 
MONTHS

Oxford Approved AA 
Dynamic Jeans £129.99

‘Comfy, high-
quality and cool’  
Tested by Ben Clarke for 3 years / 5000 miles

I’ve reviewed a few of pairs of riding 
jeans for MCN now and, despite 
most looking pretty similar, there 
is a massive range of difference 
between them. Some use 

multiple layers to achieve a higher safety rating, 
which obviously improves their 
performance in a crash but also 
means they’re bulky looking, 
hot and heavy to wear. Others 
look pretty much like a normal 
pair of jeans but achieve this to 
the detriment of safety. 

This pair from Oxford manages 
to walk the line between the two perfectly – they 
don’t look strange when you’re off the bike, keep 
you cool in hot weather but still retain an AA 
safety rating.

So, when I open my wardrobe to pick out gear 
before I go for a ride, these are usually the first 
pair I pick up. Over thousands of miles on various 
test bikes these have remained comfortable 
and aside from a little discolouration on the 
knees from crawling around securing chains and 
padlocks they look pretty much new.

They come with CE level 2 armour at the knees 
and hips although for most of the time I must 
confess I do without the slightly bulky hip armour. 
This isn’t a criticism of these jeans in particular, 
though, as I do the same in other jeans, too. The 
knee armour is sewn into a fixed position rather 
than the adjustable arrangement on some other 
pairs but they sit in the right place for me in my 
usual trouser size.

Riding a motorbike requires a certain level of 
flexibility (quite a high level on some sportsbikes) 
and the stretchy property of the denim used in 
these jeans means this is simple. Whether you’re 
swinging your leg over a tall bike seat, flexing to 
reach an awkward sidestand lug or unexpectedly 
chucking out a leg to steady yourself during slow 
speed manoeuvres these jeans have got you 
covered. It also makes them very comfortable 
over distance as the fabric doesn’t constrict at the 
joints and cause any numbness. Over a very long 
distance – a whole day of riding – you start to get 
a little saddle sore in sensitive places but that is 
true of every pair of denim jeans I’ve ever worn on 
a bike (including Matalan’s finest!).
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.oxfordproducts.com
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Power comes from a USB socket




